Basic principle of the lifespan in the nematode C. elegans.
We present a biophysical model based on the principles of fluctuation and regulation to explain the effect of stochastics on survival. The model is a good fit for the survivorship and mortality rates observed in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. A parameter included in the theory, which is called the fluctuation constant, correlates well with a change (or declining rate) of respiration with age, which we term the physiological decline rate. The square of the physiological decline rate is proportional to the reciprocal of the fluctuation constant as revealed in a diffusion equation. In addition, the maximum and mean life spans are proportional to the reciprocal of the decline rate. The framework involved in the fluctuation theory is compatible with the existence of a regulatory system such as that acting in the insulin/insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) signaling pathway during adulthood, and that sensing, switching, and memorizing the rate of mitochondrial respiration early in life.